ABSTRACT Herpesvirus entry requires the viral glycoprotein triad of gB and gH/gL to carry out fusion between the virion envelope and a cellular membrane in order to release the nucleocapsid into the target cell. Herpes simplex virus (HSV) also requires glycoprotein gD to initiate the fusion cascade by binding a cell receptor such as nectin 1 or herpesvirus entry mediator (HVEM). While the structure of gB is that of a class III fusion protein, gH/gL has no features that resemble other viral fusion proteins. Instead, it is suggested that gH/gL acts as a regulator of gB. The crystal structure of HSV-2 gH/gL was obtained with a functional protein that had a deletion of 28 residues at the gH N terminus (gH⌬48/gL). Unexplainably, monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) with virus-neutralizing activity map to these residues. To reconcile these two disparate observations, we studied the ability of gH⌬48/gL to regulate fusion. Here, we show that the protein induces low (constitutive) levels of fusion by gB in the absence of gD and/or receptor. However, when gD and receptor are present, this mutant functions as well as does wild-type (wt) gH/gL for fusion. We propose that gH⌬48/gL has an intermediate structure on the pathway leading to full regulatory activation. We suggest that a key step in the pathway of fusion is the conversion of gH/gL to an activated state by receptor-bound gD; this activated gH/gL resembles gH⌬48/gL. IMPORTANCE Herpes simplex viruses (HSVs) cause many human diseases, from mild cold sores to lethal neonatal herpes. As an enveloped virus, HSV must fuse its membrane with a host membrane in order for replication to take place. The virus uses four glycoproteins for this process, gD, gB, and gH/gL, and either of two cell receptors, herpesvirus entry mediator (HVEM) and nectin 1. Although the virus can enter the cell by direct fusion at the plasma membrane or via endocytosis, the same four glycoproteins are involved. The absence of any of these proteins abolishes the entry process. Here, we show that a mutant form of gH/gL, gH⌬48/gL, can induce fusion of gB-expressing cells in the absence of gD and a gD receptor. Our study supports the concept that gB is the HSV fusogen and its activity is regulated by gH/gL. 
carry out this process. Importantly, according to our model, gB is the sole fusion protein of HSV. Key evidence that gH/gL is not a fusion protein that acts as a membrane-bound cofusogen with gB was the observation that gH/gL and gB are functional even when the two proteins are in trans (18, 22) . Moreover, we showed that cell fusion can be initiated by adding a combination of soluble forms (non-membrane bound) of gD and gH/gL to nectinbearing cells that express gB (18) .
Here, we provide evidence that receptor-activated gD induces structural changes to gH/gL and in particular to the N terminus of gH and the C terminus of gL that activate the heterodimer. We show that a membrane-bound form of gH/gL lacking the first 28 residues of the mature protein (gH⌬48/gL) triggers low but reproducible levels of cell-cell fusion in the absence of gD or a receptor, an activity which we call constitutive fusion. We conclude that (i) gB, as the fusion protein, is the only glycoprotein required to be anchored in the membrane and (ii) fusion occurs sequentially, whereby receptor-activated gD alters the structure of gH/gL and this form in turn activates gB. 2 ⌬29/gL 2 and gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 trigger fusion of cells expressing gB, gD, and nectin 1 receptor. This report describes newly discovered properties of two previously derived type 2 gH mutants (gH 2 ⌬29 and gH 2 ⌬48) and a type 1 gH deletion, gH 1 ⌬48 (Fig 1) (23) . All mutants retain the gH signal sequence and lack either the first 10 amino acids (residues 19 to 28 for gH 2 ⌬29) or the first 29 amino acids (residues 19 to 47 for gH 1 ⌬48 and gH 2 ⌬48) of mature gH (Fig. 1) . However, the ability of these mutants to promote cell-cell fusion or virus entry (23) contrasted with the fact that epitopes of two virus-neutralizing gH 2 specific monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), CHL17 and CHL32, map within the deleted residues of the gH 2 N terminus (24) . This apparent disparity warranted a closer look at the gH 2 N terminus and its role in gH 2 /gL 2 function.
RESULTS

Soluble and cell-bound gH
We first compared the abilities of membrane-bound gH 2 ⌬29/gL 2 , gH 2 ⌬48/ gL 2 , and wild-type (wt) gH 2 /gL 2 to induce fusion of gB-expressing cells upon the addition of soluble gD (Fig. 2) . As a control, gH 2 /gL 2 was omitted and no syncytia were detected ( Fig. 2A) . Next, B78C10 (C10) cells expressing nectin 1 were transfected with plasmids expressing fulllength gB, gL 2 , and either wt gH 2 ( Fig. 2B ), gH 2 ⌬29 (Fig. 2C ), or gH 2 ⌬48 (Fig. 2D) . In each case, soluble gD 2 306t was then added to initiate fusion (for easier identification, syncytia were outlined with a white dotted line) (10) . As previously shown (23) , each form of gH 2 /gL 2 induced fusion in the presence of gD and the fusion activities in each case were approximately the same. The total number of fusion events (the number of syncytia multiplied by the number of nuclei in a syncytium) ranged from 3,480 to 3,960 per coverslip (Fig. 2B to D) .
We next tested soluble forms of the three gH 2 /gL 2 proteins for their ability to activate fusion. As previously shown (18) , a combination of gD306t and gH 2 /gL 2 was able to trigger fusion of C10 cells expressing gB; the total number of fusion events was in the hundreds rather than thousands (as seen with full-length wt gH 2 / gL 2 ) (Fig. 2F to H ), but this number is significant since there were none in the absence of gH/gL (Fig. 2E) . A combination of gD306t and either gH 2 ⌬29t/gL 2 ( Fig. 2G) or gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 ( Fig. 2H ) also supported fusion, and the total number of fusion events matched those for soluble wt gH 2 /gL 2 plus gD (Fig. 2F) .
Critically, in carrying out additional controls for these experiments, we found a surprising result which led us to the central point in this report. We found that C10 cells bearing gB and fulllength gH 2 ⌬29/gL 2 or gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 exhibited significant numbers of syncytia even in the absence of gD. This phenomenon also occurred when the soluble forms of these proteins were tested in the absence of soluble gD ( Fig. 2J and K) . Importantly, as shown before (18) , this was not the case for wt gH 2 /gL 2 (Fig. 2I) . Thus, this experiment shows that by removing residues from the gH N terminus, the absolute requirement for gD was eliminated, thereby reducing the number of players in the sequence of fusion events to three (gH/gL and gB). We also observed that the capac- ities of gH 2 ⌬29/gL 2 and gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 to induce syncytium formation in the absence of gD were similar whether the plasmids were expressed in cis ( Fig. 2C and D ) or in trans with respect to gB (data not shown). Finally, the ability of gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 to function in the absence of gD was not influenced by the presence of a gD receptor, as a similar number of fusion events was detected when the experiment was done using the parent B78 cells, which lack both nectin 1 and HVEM receptors (data not shown). These results show definitively that the regulatory action on gB is by gH/gL and not by gD.
Can we detect any structural differences between wild type and gH2⌬48t/gL2? Our data highlight functional differences between wt gH 2 /gL 2 and gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 and the two N-terminal truncations of gH. Using a panel of MAbs, we asked if there were structural differences between the proteins. Clearly, the two epitopes within the N terminus were missing in the deletion. However, we have only one MAb with a conformation-dependent epitope to gH/gL (CHL2). CHL2 bound the two proteins equally well (23) . Using the same approach that we used for gH 1 (D) . Fusion was triggered with soluble gD306. C10 cells transfected with gB were triggered with a mixture of gD306 (E) and either soluble wt gH 2 /gL 2 (F), truncated gH⌬29t/gL 2 (G), or truncated gH⌬48t/gL 2 (H). gH⌬48/gL 2 is an activated form of gH/gL. C10 cells were transfected with full-length gB, gL, and wild-type gH 2 (I), gH⌬29 (J), or gH⌬48 plasmids (K). In a parallel experiment, cells were transfected with gB plasmid only; at 6 h posttransfection, 250 g/ml of soluble gH 2 t/gL 2 (L), gH⌬29t/gL 2 (M), or gH⌬48t/gL 2 (N) was added. All coverslips were examined by immunofluorescence with gB MAbs (red). Nuclei were stained with propidium iodide and artificially colored gray using Volocity software. Syncytia are outlined with white dotted lines. N, number of syncytia from a coverslip multiplied by the average number of nuclei per syncytia. gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 and see if these antibodies could point us to critical residues important in the function of this molecule.
Accordingly, mice were immunized with purified, soluble gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 (15) and three hybridoma cell lines, selected by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) reactivity to gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 , were obtained. None of the MAbs reacted with unrelated proteins that contained a His tag (data not shown), indicating that they were specifically directed against the recombinant form of gH/gL. However, all were gL specific and were designated C⌬48L1, C⌬48L2, and C⌬48L3.
IgGs were purified from the murine ascitic fluid and tested for gH/gL reactivity. Of these, only the C⌬48L3 MAb bound specifically to gL 2 as detected by electrophoresis under denaturing conditions (Fig. 3A) . By Western blotting, the other two MAbs either were completely nonreactive (C⌬48L1) or recognized a similar pattern with the untransfected samples (C⌬48L2) and were therefore excluded from future experiments. To fine map this MAb, we made two additional C-terminal gL truncations: gL208t (deleting residues 209 to 224) and gL194t (deleting residues 194 to 224) (Fig. 1B) . We also included previously studied gL MAbs with linear epitopes within the C terminus ( Fig. 1B) (24) . These included MAbs CHL34, CHL18, and CHL26. In particular, CHL34 was previously shown to bind two disparate stretches of gL sequence (residues 146 to 165 and 205 to 219) (24) . Here, we found that C⌬48L3 and CHL34 MAbs bound both C-terminal gL truncations, indicating that their epitopes lie upstream of gL amino acid 194. We thus narrowed the CHL34 epitope to gL residues 146 to 165. MAb CHL26 bound gL208t but not the short protein gL194t, indicating that its epitope lies between amino acids 195 and 208. Finally, MAb CHL18, which had been characterized as binding gL peptide 182 to 219, was unable to bind either gL C-terminal truncation. Taken together with previously published peptide binding data (24) , this approach localized the CHL18 epitope to gL residues 209 to 219 ( Fig. 1A and Table 1) .
We also used synthetic peptides with 20 residues overlapping to refine our mapping of the C⌬48L3 epitope as previously described (24) . MAb C⌬48L3 bound to overlapping peptides that spanned amino acids 169 to 197 (Fig. 3B ). Combining the Western blotting and the peptide mapping data, we consider the C⌬48L3 epitope to be within the overlap constituting residues 173 to 183 (Table 1 ). This stretch of gL residues constitutes a newly defined and distinct epitope within the gL C-terminal tail (Fig. 1 ). The availability of MAbs to the C terminus of gL enabled us to focus in on changes within gL during fusion regulated by wt gH/gL and gH⌬48t/gL.
Deletion of the gH N terminus uncovers critical residues within the C terminus of gL. The C⌬48L3 MAb recognizes the C-terminal region of gL, while the gH N terminus (Fig. 1A , dashed green line) is postulated to lie within the gL binding domain of gH (Fig. 1A , green) (15) . We wondered if deletion of the gH N terminus (gH 2 ⌬29t/gL 2 and gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 ) might alter the C terminus of gL and expose new residues, which would account for the gD-independent fusion observed. To explore this idea, we tested the ability of anti-gL MAbs (CHL18, CHL26, CHL34, and C⌬48L3) to block fusion in the context of wt gH 2 /gL 2 , gH 2 ⌬29t/gL 2 , and gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 . Our rationale was that one or more of these MAbs, especially ones to gL, might block fusion with wt gH/gL but not when we used the mutant forms of gH. We also examined this process with two additional MAbs: (i) the conformation-dependent gH/gL MAb CHL2, because, like anti-gL MAbs CHL18 and CHL26, it blocks cell-cell spread (24) , and (ii) the anti-gH MAb CHL25, which has no effect on infection or cell-cell fusion (24) . Since membrane-anchored and soluble forms of gH 2 ⌬29t/gL 2 and gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 worked equally well (Fig. 2) , we carried out these experiments with plasmids expressing membrane-anchored forms of gH/gL and gB.
B78H1-C10 cells expressing gB and wild-type gH 2 /gL 2 , (Fig. 4C) . Thus, the properties of these MAbs fit with our rationale that deletion of portions of the gH N terminus affects the C terminus of gL so that the MAbs now block. Interestingly, anti-gL MAb CHL26 had an intermediate effect, possibly because its epitope is partially uncovered in the two truncated forms ( Fig. 4B and C). We propose that region 146 to 203 of gL is hidden in wt gH/gL and exposed when gH residues 19 to 47 are absent ( Fig. 4B and C). We conclude that once these sites of gL (in the context of wt gH/gL) are bound by antibodies, triggering of downstream events is blocked at that step. The region uncovered by the movement of gH N terminus and gL C terminus is not involved in the interaction with gB. Removal of gH residues 19 to 47 triggers gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 into a partially activated molecule that can activate gB into a fusogenic state without the need for gD and receptor; we term this property of gH/gL "constitutive fusion" (Fig. 2K) . Also, MAbs that map to the uncovered regions can block cell-cell fusion of cells transfected with the four essential glycoproteins (Fig. 4B and C) . These data suggest that these regions are involved in an essential step of the fusion process, perhaps the interaction of gH/gL with one of the other glycoproteins (gB or gD). If true, then two scenarios are possible. First, the region uncovered by the movement or deletion of the gH N terminus occurs as a response of gH/gL to the presence of and is important for the interaction with gD. This would mean that none of the antibodies that block cell-cell fusion (Fig. 4C) will have an effect on the constitutive function of gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 . In the second scenario, if the uncovered region is important for the interaction of gH/gL with gB, then the constitutive function of gH⌬ 2 48/gL 2 would be affected by CHL18, CHL34, and C⌬48L3 antibodies.
To distinguish between these two possibilities, C10 cells expressing gB and gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 were incubated with monoclonal antibodies from the beginning of transfection. The samples were maintained in medium containing antibody for the duration of the experiment. The samples were examined for the presence of syncytia at 48 h posttransfection. None of the antibodies tested had an effect on the ability of gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 to promote fusion in the absence of gD. CHL2, CHL18, CHL34, and C⌬48L3, which were very efficient at blocking cell-cell fusion in the presence of gD (Fig. 4C) , allowed the same levels of fusion as those in the noantibody sample (Fig. 4D) . We conclude that the region uncovered by deletion of the gH N terminus does not interact with gB but is involved in steps that precede gB binding.
Localization of sites on gH/gL that are important for the interaction with gD and gB. Earlier, we postulated that there are two functional "faces" on gH/gL, one that interacts with gD and a second that interacts with gB. This argument was based on the ability of two gH/gL virus-neutralizing MAbs, 52S and LP11, to block cell fusion (15) . The 52S epitope, with monoclonal antibody-resistant (MAR) residue 536 (26, 27) , was proposed to be on the gD face, and the MAb blocks a step in entry initiated by the gD-gH/gL interaction. In contrast, LP11 (MAR residues 86, 168, and 329) (Fig. 1 ) was proposed to block the gH/gL interaction with gB (gB face) (15) . If our arguments are correct, we postulate that gH⌬48/gL can act directly on the gB face, and as such, only the gB face is important. Here, we asked on which side of gH⌬48/gL these MAbs act. However, both LP11 and 52S are type 1 specific, while our anti-gL MAbs C⌬48L3, CHL18, and CHL26 are type 2 specific. We overcame this problem by using a hybrid molecule which contains a type 1 version of gH⌬48 and a type 2 version of gL. Our data show that the deletions produced in type 1 gH/gL (gH 1 ⌬48/gL 2 ) also function in cell-cell fusion and virus entry (23) . We have used hybrid molecules in a fusion assay, where wt type 2 glycoproteins were replaced with the equivalent type 1 proteins, with no loss in activity (23, 28) . Indeed, we found by immunofluorescence that the resulting hybrid, gH 1 ⌬48/gL 2 , interacts with both the type 1-neutralizing MAbs 52S and LP11. LP11, 52S, CHL18, and CHL34 epitopes were present on the hybrid molecule (data not shown). When C10 cells were transfected with plasmids for gB along with gH 1 ⌬48 and gL 2 , addition of gD306t triggered fusion. Moreover, both MAb 52S and MAb LP11 blocked this activity (Fig. 5A) , showing that these two type 1-specific epitopes are presented the same way in the type 1/type 2 hybrid as in their respective type 1 counterpart. Importantly, the type-2-specific CHL18 MAb also blocked fusion when this hybrid form was used. Interestingly, CHL34 blocked fusion of cells transfected with gH 2 ⌬48 and gL 2 (Fig. 4C ) but had no effect on fusion of cells bearing the hybrid gH 1 ⌬48/gL 2 (Fig. 5A) . Thus, we conclude that this epitope was altered in the hybrid.
Next we tested whether the hybrid functioned in the absence of gD. Figure 5B shows that membrane-bound gH 1 ⌬48/gL 2 triggered fusion, at levels similar to those of gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 . We tested (A to C) C10 cells were transfected with gB and gH 2 /gL 2 (A), gH 2 ⌬29L2 (B), or gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 (C). Cells were incubated with 100 g/ml of the indicated MAb for 2 h before fusion was triggered with gD 2 306. Fusion levels were determined based on the number and size of syncytia identified by immunofluorescence. (D) Effect of MAbs on the constitutive function of gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 (in the absence of gD). Fusion levels were expressed as percentages of the no-antibody sample. the effect of MAbs on fusion. CHL18, which blocked fusion in the presence of gD (Fig. 5A ), failed to have an effect on fusion in its absence (Fig. 5B) , once again showing that these sites in the C terminus of gL are not critical in the constitutive activity of gH 1 ⌬48/gL 2 . MAb 52S blocked fusion using the gH 1 ⌬48/gL 2 hybrid truncated forms of gH/gL in the presence of gD but failed to block fusion under constitutive conditions (no gD). This result fits our concept that 52S works on the gD side of gH/gL. In contrast, LP11 effectively blocked constitutive fusion (Fig. 5B) , suggesting that the gB side of gH/gL (face 2) is, in essence, important at a later time in the process.
In summary, our data support our hypothesis for a stepwise pathway by which the four glycoproteins effect fusion. In this process, gH/gL is in the middle with a face that interacts with gD and a second face that then activates the fusion protein, gB.
DISCUSSION
In this report, our data show that removal of gH residues 19 to 47 (gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 ) or of residues 19 to 28 (gH 2 ⌬29/gL 2 ) results in formation of a partially activated molecule that can activate gB into a fusogenic state (Fig. 2) in the absence of gD or a gD receptor. However, this constitutive state is not the final active form of gH/gL, as there is more robust fusion when gD and a gD receptor are also present. Additionally, MAbs to epitopes of gL 2 that are uncovered in gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 can block cell-cell fusion only when gD and a gD receptor are present (Fig. 4C) . Thus, these regions are presumably involved in an essential step in the fusion process that occurs in the natural system.
In spite of the need for four proteins, structural and biochemical data suggest that gB is the sole fusion protein for HSV (16, 18, (29) (30) (31) (32) . Interestingly, a recent report showed that certain forms of gB that carry point mutations in the cytoplasmic tail (syn mutants) can trigger low levels of cell-cell fusion in the absence of either gD or gH/gL (33) . Importantly, no fusion was seen for wt gB in the same conditions. Thus, syn mutants appear to bypass regulation by gD and gH/gL.
A similar phenotype was found in an HSV strain carrying a mutant form of gD that can bind only HVEM (34) . When this virus was passaged on nectin 1-expressing cells, a series of missense mutations occurred in gD, each of which restored recognition of nectin 1. However, when it was repeatedly passaged on cells that express a "gD-binding-impaired mutant nectin 1," the virus compensated for deficient gD-receptor interactions by developing two new mutations in gB (35) . These two mutations were sufficient to allow the virus to use a range of unconventional entry receptors (such as nectin 3) and increased the rate of virus entry into different host cells.
Interestingly, by further disabling the gD-nectin 1 interaction, there were compensatory mutations in gH (36) that allowed entry of HSV in the absence of known functional receptors for gD. It would be interesting to determine whether gH⌬48/gL could use weak signaling from gD in the absence of a gD receptor, just like the mutant HSV. These mutations in gB or gH noted by ourselves and by Silverman et al. (33) change the rules of fusion regulation. Each can be viewed as a snapshot in the normal transition of these glycoproteins.
Data presented in this paper focus on the properties of two deletion mutants of gH (gH⌬48/gL and gH⌬29/gL). Why are these molecules able to induce fusion of gB-expressing cells in the absence of gD? What changes does gD normally induce to activate fusion when the wt form of gH/gL is present?
We propose that the N terminus of gH holds the flexible C terminus of gL folded back over itself (Fig. 1) . In the presence of gD, we propose that the N terminus of wt gH is displaced (supported by the phenotypes of the two mutants) and the C terminus of gL now springs open to expose both its flexible region, amino acids 208 to 224 (CHL18 epitope), and essential epitopes on the body of gL (CHL34 and C⌬48L3). When residues 19 to 47 are physically removed (gH⌬48/gL), all of these epitopes become exposed so that the MAbs are able to block fusion ( Fig. 4B and C) . While we cannot exclude the possibility that both full-length wt gH/gL and mutant gH⌬48/gL could interact with lipids and help in the rearrangement of the leaflets to facilitate fusion mediated by gB, wt gH/gL does not induce hemifusion or lipid mixing on its own (37) . Furthermore, full-length wt gH/gL does not mediate cell-cell fusion in the absence of the full fusion machinery (unpublished data), and soluble forms of wt gH/gL or gH⌬48/gL do not interact with lipid membranes unless gB is present as well (38) .
What is the role of gL? There is a growing amount of information that points to the importance of gL not as a chaperone for trafficking of gH but for the correct folding of gH (39, 40) . However, there is now more evidence that gL has additional functions on its own (this report and references 15 and 41). In the structure of gH/gL, it is clear that stabilization of the N terminus of gH depends on gL and likewise that stabilization of gL is provided by gH. Important epitopes are localized specifically to the flexible C terminus of gL. MAbs specific for this domain are potent inhibitors of viral spread (24) and cell fusion (42) .
FRs of the gH/gL complex. Three functional regions (FRs) in gH/gL defined by the position of neutralizing MAbs are thought to play different roles in gH/gL function (5). FR1 is defined by the mapping studies done for the LP11 epitope, since it is the most potent neutralizing antibody (26) , blocks cell-cell fusion (42) , and prohibits the interaction of gB with gH/gL (15) . FR2 is defined by the position of the 52S epitope (26) and is on the opposite face of gH/gL compared with the position of the LP11 epitope (Fig. 1A) . 52S neutralizes virus and inhibits cell-cell fusion, but it does not block the association of gH/gL with gB, as seen by bimolecular complementation (15) . These results suggest that FR2 carries out a function that occurs after that carried out by FR1. Lastly, FR3 includes domain H1 of gH as well as the C terminus of gL. The epitopes of MAbs CHL17 and CHL32 are located at the gH N terminus (residues 19 to 38) (23, 24) , the epitope of CHL2 is near gH residue 116, and the epitopes for CHL39 and CHL18 are within the gL C terminus (24) . The function of FR3 resides in the flexibility of these regions. Thus, although the N terminus of gH (residues 19 to 38) hosts the epitope for the neutralizing MAb CHL17 (24) , it can be removed (as in gH⌬29/gL and gH⌬48/gL) without much of an impact on function (this study and reference 23). The C terminus of gL is also proposed to be flexible. Removal of the C terminus of gL (gL194t and gL208t) does not affect the function of the molecule (data not shown). This region of gL is also missing from the resolved crystal structure of gH/gL (15) .
Where does gD bind on the surface of gH/gL? In Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), the interaction between purified gp42 (the functional homologue of gD) and gH/gL has been mapped using purified peptides (43) , but no such interaction has been reported for HSV gD and gH/gL. However, a gD-gH/gL interaction was found in cell extracts (44) and in bimolecular complementation studies (10, 19) . Here, we found that the epitopes for LP11 and 52S are on opposite sides of gH/gL (Fig. 1A) . Although both MAbs block fusion mediated by gD (Fig. 5A) , 52S allows for the interaction of gH/gL with gB (15) and only LP11 blocks the constitutive function of gH 1 ⌬48/gL 2 (Fig. 5B) . This suggests that the LP11 side (FR1) is involved in the interaction with gB ("gB face"), whereas 52S, C⌬48L3, CHL34, and CHL26 are part of a "gD face" (FR2).
Finally, we note that the constitutive ability of gH⌬48/gL to trigger gB into a fusogenic state suggests that it is only a partially activated intermediate, which needs further conformational changes for full activity. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that stimulation of the full fusogenic activity of gB is due to the movement of the gH N terminus and/or the gL C terminus rather than to additional conformational changes. In a virus (Fig. 6) , the entry starts with attachment to a cell through a nonessential interaction of gC with proteoglycans followed by binding of gD to either one of its two receptors (45) . Receptor binding triggers displacement of the C terminus of gD (Fig. 6, step 1) (12, 14) that exposes a new region of gD, unrelated to receptor binding regions Steps in constitutive fusion. The first two steps presented in panel A can be bypassed when gH/gL is replaced with the partially activated gH⌬48/gL. This truncated form of gH/gL, presumably through the same unknown stimulus, induces the insertion of gB fusion loops into the cellular membrane (step 3) and an interaction between the two glycoproteins (step 4), which leads to fusion (step 5). Further unknown conformational changes are required to convert gH⌬48/gL to a fully activated molecule. (46) . This newly exposed region of gD interacts with gH/gL (47) and results in a conformational change in gH/gL: first by displacement of the N terminus of gH and then by that of the C terminus of gL (these steps are already achieved in gH⌬48/gL). This movement in gH/gL exposes a region in gH/gL which is important for the interaction with gD (step 2). An unknown stimulus determines the insertion of gB fusion loops into the opposing lipid membrane (step 3), followed by an interaction between ectodomains of gB and gH/gL ("gB face" of gH/gL) (Fig. 6, step 4) (10) . This leads to a conversion of gB from a pre-to a postfusion state, resulting in fusion of the cell and viral membrane (step 5).
In the absence of structural data for the N terminus of gH and the C terminus of gL, our future studies will focus on such techniques as examination of Fab-gH/gL complexes by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and inhibition studies with peptides and other small molecules. A recent report about a soluble form of EBV gH/gL which does not mediate cell fusion shows a very different phenotype than that of soluble gH/gL of HSV, leaving open the question of just how similar or different these glycoproteins will turn out to be (48) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and plasmids.
Mouse melanoma cells (B78H1) expressing nectin 1 (designated C10) were grown in 5% fetal bovine serum-Dulbecco modified Eagle medium (FBS-DMEM) containing 500 g/ml G418 (49). Plasmid pPEP98 (gB) was a gift of P. G. Spear (50, 51) . Plasmids encoding the HSV-2 glycoproteins pTC510 (gH 2 wt), pTC579 (gL 2 wt), pTC658 (gH 2 ⌬29), and pTC642 (gH 2 ⌬48) were described previously (23, 28) . Plasmid pTC716 (gH 1 ⌬48) was created using QuikChange XL sitedirected mutagenesis (Stratagene) as described previously (23) . Primers were designed to loop out unwanted residues during amplification of pPEP100 (deletion site underlined): 5=-TTG GGC GTT GCG TGG GGT ACC GGG CGT CTG TGG CTG. The HSV-2 gL C-terminal truncation mutants were created by PCR amplification of pWF318 (28) using a primer carrying the restriction site (underlined) for XhoI and a stop codon (bold) (5=-GGGCTCGAGTCACCGCCGTGGGGGGGCGTTC) paired with a primer complementary to the sequence upstream of the multiple coding site of template vector pcDNA3.1. The PCR product was cloned into vector pcDNA3.1 to generate plasmid pMS651 (gL 208 ). Construct pMS652 (gL 194 ) was created during the PCR mutagenesis used to produce pMS651 (mutation of gL residue Q195 to a stop codon); it retains the gL 2 coding sequence from 196 to 208, with an additional stop codon at residue 209 and the XhoI site.
Antibodies used. Rabbit polyclonal antibody R176 was prepared against purified HSV-2 gH 2 (803t)/gL 2 secreted from transfected 293T cells (28) . The CHL series of anti-gH and anti-gL monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) and SS55 and A22 gB MAbs were characterized elsewhere (24, 52) . A new gL 2 MAb, C⌬48L3, was prepared against baculovirus purified gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 protein as previously described (15, 24) .
Production and purification of HSV proteins. Soluble gD 2 306t and gH 2 ⌬48/gL 2 were purified from baculovirus-infected insect cells (Sf9) as previously described (15, 53, 54) . To construct our baculovirus expression vector for soluble gH 2 ⌬29t/gL 2 , QuikChange mutagenesis was performed. Primers 5=-GTGGGCGTTGCCGGGGGCCCGTGG-TTTTTGCACGGTC and 5=-GACCGTGCAAAAACCACGGGC-CCCCGGCAACGCCCAC were used on template pTC605 (containing the wt gH 2 ectodomain sequence, as well as full-length gL 2 [38] ). The primers loop out the coding sequence for the first 9 amino acids of the mature gH 2 protein, keeping the gH 2 signal sequence. Expression and purification of gH 2 ⌬29t/gL 2 soluble glycoprotein were essentially the same as those for gH 2 /gL 2 and gH 2 ⌬48t/gL 2 (15, 38) .
Mapping of gL monoclonal antibodies. Mapping was done by Western blotting and peptide mapping, as previously described (31, 32) . Cell extracts were diluted in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 0.5% deoxycholic acid), subjected to electrophoresis on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and detected by Western blotting with specific anti-gL MAbs. Table 1 summarizes the location of all MAbs used in this study.
Synchronization and blocking of fusion. C10 cells were seeded on glass coverslips and transfected with gB, gH 2 , and gL 2 as described previously (10, 18, 47) . Six hours posttransfection, cells were incubated with 100 g/ml of the indicated antibody. Fusion was triggered with 100 g/ml soluble gD306. At the indicated times, cells were processed for immunofluorescence.
Immunofluorescence. Cells were fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde and quenched with 50 mM NH 4 Cl as previously described (10, 18, 47) . Cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), incubated with goat serum, and then labeled with anti-gB MAbs A22 and SS55 or anti-gH polyclonal antibody (PAb) R176. After being washed with PBS, coverslips were incubated with Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated goat anti-IgG (Invitrogen) secondary antibody. The coverslips were mounted in ProLong Gold antifade reagent (Invitrogen). Samples were examined by confocal microscopy with a Nikon TE-300 inverted microscope coupled to a PerkinElmer imaging system as previously described (18) .
